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SLC Welcomes New Fixed-Base Operator to General Aviation Community 
 

Salt Lake City – The Salt Lake City International Airport (SLC) is pleased to welcome fixed-base operator 

Atlantic Aviation to the airport’s general aviation community. Atlantic Aviation will provide a wide range 

of general aviation services, including fueling, deicing, and concierge amenities to corporate and private 

fliers beginning on December 1, 2015.  

 

Throughout the next five years, Atlantic Aviation will invest approximately $25.5 million in the 

development of a new, state-of-the-art general aviation terminal, additional hangars, office space, fuel 

farm and ramp improvements on the east airport campus. Atlantic Aviation will operate temporarily out 

of the old Sports Terminal building at approximately 369 North 2370 West, as nearby facilities will be 

demolished to make way for new hangar space. The leasehold for Atlantic includes approximately 

760,000 square feet of ground and ramp area. 

 

Atlantic Aviation offers one of the largest networks of fixed-base operations, with 69 locations across 

the United States. The Texas-based company was selected by the airport through a competitive bidding 

process to serve corporate and private aircraft owners and pilots.  

 

“We are excited to have Atlantic Aviation join us at Salt Lake City International,” said Airport Director 

Maureen Riley. “We look forward to providing new options and first-rate customer service to the 

general aviation community.” 

 

“We are very pleased to enter the Salt Lake City market,” said Lou Pepper, Chief Executive Officer of 

Atlantic Aviation. “Salt Lake is a dynamic and growing city and a great complement to the Atlantic 

network. We look forward to working with the city to better serve business, general, and the wider 

aviation community.” 

 

For more information about Atlantic Aviation, contact Sue Sommers, Vice President of Sales and 

Marketing, at 214-213-83-136 or visit www.atlanticaviation.com.  
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